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I have been involved with the recovery community for the past 20 years and have met 
some amazing people and heard many inspirational stories of people who have overcome 
tremendous adversity in their lives. In 2015, Summit Diagnostics sent a team to represent 

our company at the Recovery Plus conference in London. We were 
so impressed with the quality of the show, organisation, networking 
opportunities and quality of speakers – that we knew we had to be 
involved. We asked its organiser, Deirdre Boyd, if Summit Diagnostics 
could take up sponsorship for 2016. 

We feel that this conference and the accompanying online Recovery 
Plus publications are a fantastic way to keep up with the events that 

shape this industry and to contribute to the recovery eff ort of the many professionals 
in the UK and US. I am so impressed with the quality of articles and coverage, that I have 
forwarded the online publication on to my colleagues, business associates and friends. 
I have become such a fan that I decided to invest! I am taking on the role of co-publisher 
with one of the most dedicated and knowledgeable experts in the business, Deirdre Boyd. 

We bring you, free of charge, the Recovery Plus journal in print, as requested by so many 
readers of the online version. It is our goal to provide professionals in our industry with the 
ability to keep abreast of up-to-date information that infl uences the worldwide epidemic 
of addiction and the eff orts of addiction medical professionals treating this disorder. We 
want to give our readers a chance to network with each other and to share experiences 
that help shape the future of treatment. Join our exciting adventure!         George Powell

February 2016 celebrates the millions of people who have recovered 
from addiction – and the work of the caring professionals who reach 
out daily to help the many, many millions of vulnerable people and 
suff ering families who still need to experience enriched recovery.

We celebrate, encourage and advance that by introducing Recovery 
Plus as the UK’s major print-and-posted journal on how to recover 
from addiction, as well as being available fully interactive online with over 2million views in 
2015. Recovery Plus online journal has interactive bonuses – eg, click on the seminal article 
by Professor John Kelly of Harvard and you will access 70 slides of research! Each reference 
publication is posted to over 5,000 people selected for their infl uence in this fi eld, and 
each accompanying e-mag is guaranteed to continue achieving 2million views pa. 

Recovery Plus WARriors – Recovery Plus In The Workplace – and Interventions Plus will 
soon follow, and the 2nd issue of Recovery Plus later this year. They are all free: simply 
register at https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/recovery-plus-journal-2016-tickets-20112254294.

Join the Recovery Plus community, and you join passionate professionals who devote 
themselves to the prevention, intervention, treatment and recovery management of 
addictions for the benefi t of individuals, society and countries.          Deirdre Boyd

CelebratingCelebrating recovery recovery

For more information, visit dbrecoveryresources.com/dbr


